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Abstract—In this paper we consider the problem of group-
invariant subspace clustering where the data is assumed to come
from a union of group-invariant subspaces of a vector space,
i.e. subspaces which are invariant with respect to action of a
given group. Algebraically, such group-invariant subspaces are
also referred to as submodules. Similar to the well known Sparse
Subspace Clustering approach where the data is assumed to
come from a union of subspaces, we analyze an algorithm which,
following a recent work [1], we refer to as Sparse Sub-module
Clustering (SSmC). The method is based on finding group-sparse
self-representation of data points. In this paper we primarily
derive general conditions under which such a group-invariant
subspace identification is possible. In particular we extend the
geometric analysis in [2] and in the process we identify a related
problem in geometric functional analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider the problem of group-invariant
unsupervised clustering of data points. To give some examples
where such a scenario may arise, consider the problem of
clustering images [3], [4], [5], where due to shifts in camera
position or minor changes in the pose, the images can be
arbitrarily shifted or in some cases rotated. In such cases
either a pre-processing step is performed to align/center the
images, after which one can employ unsupervised clustering
approaches such as in [6]. The problem that we address
in this paper is whether such a pre-processing step can be
eliminated given the group (essentially a set of transformations
that commute with each other) with respect to which, we
would like to keep the invariance in clustering the data.
In this context, we note a related work [1] in which, the
authors propose a (horizontal) shift-invariant clustering of
images using linear algebraic constructs developed in [7]. This
work extends the analysis as well as the concept therein. For
example, we don’t assume that the submodules need to be
free and disjoint. In addition the proposed method works for
any group. We also note that the geometric analysis presented
in this paper can also be potentially applied and related to
the performance bounds on group-sparse recovery problems,
such as the block sparse recovery problem considered in [8].
Nevertheless, our framework is group-theoretic and we derive
performance bounds in terms of a novel notion of group-
subspace incoherence.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II
we describe the problem set-up where the data is modeled
as coming from a union of group-invariant subspaces or
submodules. In Section II-B we present the algorithm for
performing sparse sub-module clustering and analyze it with
respect to a semi-random model in Section III. In Section V
we present simulation results to show the effectiveness of the
proposed approach. Finally we provide conclusions and future
research directions in Section VI.
Notation: In the following we will use capital boldface let-
ters X to denote matrices/2-D data points, lowercase boldface
letters x to denote the column or row vectors. For a matrix
Xi denotes the i-th column and X{i} denotes the i-th row.
Occasionally we will need to form 3-D arrays and we denote
them by uppercase calligraphic bold-face letters X. Additional
notation is introduced as needed.
II. PROBLEM SET-UP
Denote by Rn the real vector space over R. Given an
abelian (commutative) group G of order NG, which acts on Rn
through its linear representation [9] Lg, g ∈ {1, 2, ..., NG},
Lg : Rn → Rn such that Lg2Lg1v = Lg1Lg2v,∀v ∈ Rn.
Then Rn is said to be a G-module1.
Submodule: A subspace S of Rn such that for all u ∈ S,
Lgu ∈ S is called as a submodule (w.r.t. G). Note that a
submodule is essentially a G-invariant subspace of Rn.
Note that without loss of generality L1 can be taken to be
the identity element so that L1 = In×n, the n × n identity
matrix.
Example II.1. Let us illustrate the algebraic set-up through
an example. We consider the setting of [1] where data points
are considered as images of size n1×n2 (can be embedded in
a vector space Rn1n2 ). The group is the cyclic group of shifts
along the columns of the images and is of order NG = n2. The
action of this group on Rn1n2 can be captured by NG matrices
obtained by taking the Kronecker product of identity matrix of
size n1 × n1 with the n2 matrices for cyclically permuting
the columns. It can be seen that the generative model for the
submodules used in [1] is precisely the one as outlined above.
Example II.2. For the previous example, one can consider
a discretized rotation group rotating the images around the
center. In particular one can take the direct product of the
shift and rotation groups2, increasing the order of the group
to capture shift and rotational invariance.
1Note Lg ∈ GLn(Rn), where GLn(V ) denotes the general linear group,
i.e. the group of invertible mappings on the vector space V
2Note that direct product of Abelian groups is Abelian, but direct product
of cyclic groups is not cyclic
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We now present the formal problem statement.
A. Problem statement: The union of submodules model
We are given a set of data points collected as columns of a
matrix X, i.e. Xi, i = 1, 2, ..., N such that, Xi ∈
⋃L
`=1 S
(`)
G ,
where S(`)G is a G-invariant subspace of dimension d`, i.e.
submodule of dimension d`, for ` = 1, 2, ..., L. The problem
is to identify S(`)G and cluster the points such that within each
cluster the points belong to the same submodule.
We now present an algorithm for solving this problem.
The main approach is very similar to that of sparse subspace
clustering albeit we make use of the group structure in
identifying the submodules.
B. The Algorithm: Sparse Submodule Clustering (SSmC)
For the submodule clustering we propose the following
algorithm outlined below.
1) For each i solve the following convex optimization
problem, which is essentially computing group-subspace
affinity in self-representation.
min ‖reshape(ci)‖1,2
s.t. X−i,Gci = Xi (1)
where
• ‖ · ‖1,2 denotes the group-sparse norm equal to the
`1 norm of the vector of `2 norms of the rows.
• Xi denotes the i-th column of X.
• X−i denotes the matrix with the i-th column re-
moved.
• X−i,G is an n × (N − 1)NG matrix =
[L1X−i,L2X−i, ...,LNGX−i]
• For any vector c (row or column) of size KNG,
reshape(v) is a matrix of size K×NG, where the
first column corresponds to the first K elements of
v, the second column corresponds to the next K
elements and so on.
2) Form an N×N affinity matrix C, where the i-th column
Ci is the vector consisting of the `2-norms of the rows
of reshape(ci).
3) Let W = |C| + |C|> and perform spectral clustering
[10], [11] using W as the affinity or the weight matrix.
4) Output the clusters.
III. ANALYSIS OF THE ALGORITHM
In order to derive meaningful performance guarantees for
the proposed algorithm, we consider the following generative
model. Let X` denote the set of vectors in X which belong
to submodule `. Let
X` = Q
(`)
G A
`,
where the N` columns of A` are drawn from the unit sphere
Sd`−1 and Q(`)G is a matrix with orthonormal columns, whose
columns span a G-invariant subspace.
Our analysis will rest on considering the following primal
and dual optimization problems and their solutions.
P(y,M) : min ‖reshape(c)‖1,2 (2)
s.t. Mc = y (3)
where M is a matrix of size n×NNG. The dual problem can
be written as,
D(y,M) : max 〈y,λ〉 (4)
s.t. ‖reshape(M>λ)‖∞,2 ≤ 1 (5)
Here ‖X‖∞,2 norm of a matrix X is the `∞ norm of the vector
of `2 norm of the rows.
Notation: In the following we use C{i} to denote the i-
th row of the matrix C. For an n × NNG matrix M, given
a set S ⊂ {1, 2, ..., N}, the matrix MS is a n × |S| · NG
matrix, formed as follows: First reshape M to a 3-D array
M ∈ Rn×N×NG . Form a n × |S| × NG 3-D array MS by
taking the lateral slices M(:, i, :), i ∈ S. Then reshape the
resulting 3-D array MS back to a n× |S|NG matrix MS .
We have the following Lemma.
Lemma III.1. If there exists,
1) A c satisfying y = Mc such that the row-support
(the number of non-zero rows) S of C = reshape(c)
satisfies S ⊆ T , and
2) A dual certificate λ satisfying
[reshape(M>Sλ)]{i} =
C{i}
‖C{i}‖2 (6)
‖reshape(M>T∩Scλ)‖∞,2 ≤ 1 (7)
‖reshape(M>T cλ)‖∞,2 < 1 (8)
then all optimal solutions z to P(y,M) obey that the rows of
the matrix Z = reshape(z) corresponding to set T c are zero.
Proof: The proof follows by proceeding through the same
arguments as that of Lemma 7.1 in [2] and substituting the sgn
function with
[sgn(C)]{i} =
C{i}
‖C{i}‖2 .
Based on this Lemma we now derive a sufficient condition
for submodule identification.
A. A geometric condition for submodule identification
In the following we will assume that the optimization
problems have a unique solution. This assumption is to avoid
unnecessary technicalities and does not affect the core analysis
and the main results.
In the following we will assume that one is given N` points
for submodule S`. Closely mirroring the analysis in [2] we
proceed in steps as follows.
• Let c`i be the (unique) solution to the primal program
P(a`i ,A`−i,G) where a`i denotes the i-th column of A`
and,
A`−i,G = Q
`>
G [L1X
`
−i,L2X
`
−i, ...,LNGX
`
−i] (9)
• Let λ`i be the solution to the dual problem, D(a`i ,A`−i,G).
• Define the group-dual direction for points a`i , i =
1, 2, ..., N` via
v`i = Q
`
G
λ`i
‖λ`i‖2
(10)
Let ν`i = Q
`
Gλ
`
i . Then it is easy to see that
reshape(c)
= [0N1×NG ; 0N2×NG ; ...; reshape(c
`
i); ...; 0NK×NG ] ,
and ν`i satisfy conditions of Equations (6) and (7) of Lemma
III.1. In order to satisfy the inequality (8) of the Lemma III.1
one needs to satisfy,
‖reshape(X(k)>G ν`i)‖∞,2 < 1 (11)
for all (k) 6= ` and for all i = 1, 2, ..., N`. Equivalently these
conditions translate to the condition,∥∥∥X(k)>j,G v`i∥∥∥
2
‖λ`i‖2 < 1 (12)
for all j = 1, 2, ..., Nk. Now we need to bound ‖λ`i‖2. Note
that λ`i lies in the set P where
P = {λ`i : ‖A`>−i,Gλ`i‖∞,2 ≤ 1}. (13)
The circumscribing radius R(P ) of this centro-symmetric set
is a bound on ‖λ`i‖2. Note that the polar P ◦ of this set is
given by,
P ◦ = {z : z = A`−i,Gb, : ‖reshape(b)‖1,2 ≤ 1} (14)
Using the polar duality [12] and the inverse relation between
the in-radius r(P ◦) and R(P ) [2] we obtain,
‖λ`i‖2 ≤ R(P ) =
1
r(P ◦)
(15)
Therefore a sufficient condition for group-invariant subspace
identification becomes,∥∥∥X(k)>j,G v`i∥∥∥
2
≤ r(P ◦) (16)
Note that ξ = X(k)>j,G v
`
i is a vector of size NG with the g-th
element ξg given by
ξg = a
>
j Q
(k)>
G L
>
g Q
(`)
G
λ`i
‖λ`i‖2
.
Using this analysis, our main result is based on the following
notion of affinity between submodules — Given Lg,∀g ∈ G,
and Q`G and Q
k
G, the submodule-affinity between two G-
submodules is defined as,√∑
g
‖Q(k)>G L>g Q(`)G ‖2F . (17)
Note that this measure of affinity is measuring the total
affinity between the submodules under the group action and
in general is larger than the affinity ‖Q(k)>G Q(`)G ‖F between
the submodules treated as subspaces.
Then one may wonder why using the SSmC algorithm
has any benefit over using the SSC algorithm? We will
attempt to address this question after deriving the identifiabil-
ity conditions for a semi-random generative model in the next
section.
IV. RESULTS FOR THE SEMI-RANDOM MODEL
In the semi-random generative model the N` columns of A`
are drawn uniformly randomly from the unit sphere Sd`−1. For
the semi-random model, we have the following result.
Theorem IV.1. Under the semi-random model for any two
submodules k and `, given ∆, t > 0, Equation (18) holds with
C2(t,∆) =
4NG
(Nk + 1)∆2
e−2t
and
C1(t,∆) = 4(log(Nk + 1) + log ∆ + t).
Proof: The proof follows from Lemma IV.2 below and
using Lemma 7.5 in [2].
Lemma IV.2. Under the semi-random model, λ
`
i
‖λ`i‖2
are
uniformly distributed on the unit sphere Sd`−1.
Proof: The result follows along the same lines as in the
Proof of Step 2, section 7.2.2. in [2].
Therefore, for a suitable choice of ∆ if the condition,
C1(t,∆)
√∑
g ‖Q(k)>G L>g Q(`)G ‖2F√
d`
√
dk
≤ r(P ◦) , (19)
is satisfied then then the SSmC algorithm correctly identifies
(pair-wise) the subspaces. Using a union bounding argument
over all the submodules one can see that under sub-module
incoherence SSmC algorithm clusters the points correctly with
high probability.
A. Submodule Vs Subspace clustering
Let us now compare the condition derived above for sub-
module clustering with the case when one doesn’t exploit any
knowledge of the group with respect to which, the subspaces
are invariant. Using the result in [2] we note the following
condition for correct (pair-wise) subspace identification,
C1(t,∆)
√
‖Q(k)>G Q(`)G ‖2F√
d`
√
dk
≤ r(P ◦ssc) , (20)
where
P ◦ssc = {z˜ : z˜ = A`>−i b˜, ‖b˜‖1 ≤ 1}.
Now whether using the sparse sub-module clustering algorithm
is useful, depends on whether how large the in-radius r(P ◦)
is, compared to r(P ◦ssc) and this in turn depends on the group
as well as the number of points N` per subspace.
With ∆ = N`L and if N` ≈ d` then following the results
in [2], we have the following lower bound on the in-radius of
the set r(P ◦ssc),
r(P ◦ssc) ≥ c0
√
log N`d`
d`
. (21)
P‖reshape(X(k)>G v`i)‖∞,2 ≤ C1(t,∆)
√∑
g ‖Q(k)>G L>g Q(`)G ‖2F√
d`
√
dk
 ≥ 1− C2(t,∆)e−2t (18)
for some fixed positive constant c0. So compared to this lower
bound, for SSmC to be beneficial over SSC, the in-radius
r(P ◦) must scale with NG. This fact may appear intuitive
as we are adding volume to the sysmmteric body by adding
the spherical caps to the polytope, see Figure 1. We therefore
have the following conjecture for a lower bound on the in-
radius of P ◦.
Lemma IV.3. – [Conjecture] If Lg are unitary and if for any
random vector a the matrix [L1a,L2a, ...,LNGa] is full rank
and if d` = β`NG, β` > 1 for all ` ∈ {1, 2, ..., L}, then
r(P ◦) ≥ c0
√
NG
√
log N`d`
d`
(22)
At this juncture we are not able to prove or disprove this
result by using existing results known for random polytopes
[13], [14], [15]. The set P ◦ is not a polytope but is formed
out of a polytope with added smooth caps, see Figure 1. We
leave this as an open problem to be solved in future.
If this conjecture is true, then the benefits of SSmC are
immediately clear. This is because the submodule incoherence
compares the incoherence of the subspaces under all group ac-
tions and overall this averaged criteria helps distinguishability.
In the next section we will show the effectiveness of the
proposed algorithm on some real data sets. The superior
performance of the SSmC algorithm on one of these sets
served as the primary motivation for the analysis carried out
in this paper.
Fig. 1. Geometry of submodule clustering. NG more extreme points are
added with spherical caps connecting the group of points generated by a data
point. The conjecture states that due to the addition of spherical caps, the
in-radius increases. This example figure depicts the increase in in-radius as a
result of adding points for the set P ◦ (shown in double red-lines) compared
to the in-radius of the set P ◦ssc (shown in single solid black lines).
V. SIMULATIONS
For simulations on real data we solve the following,
min
ci
‖reshape(ci)‖1,2 + λ‖X−i,Gci −Xi‖2F (23)
where λ > 0 is the regularization parameter that penalizes the
model mismatch. In the following we exhaustively search for
the optimal λ that yields the best clustering performance.
A. Yale database
We now compare the performance of the SSmC al-
gorithm from [1] on the cropped Yale Face database –
http://vision.ucsd.edu/ leekc/ExtYaleDatabase/ExtYaleB.html,
see Figure 2 for example images. For the experiments the
down-sampled data base is directly taken from [6] available
through the authors’ website.
Note: that in [6], the authors use a outlier rejection version
of SSC for clustering the faces. While one can also add a
provision for sparse outlier rejection in SSmC we will not
use it here. The main reason is that it will require us to
select and optimize over two regularization parameters, which
makes the problem of searching for the optimal parameters
computationally challenging.
In Table I we present the error performance for clustering
5 subjects for cases when using 20, 25, 30 images per person
that are randomly chosen from the 64 images for each. Note
that the clustering performance of SSC is slightly better than
SSmC but the difference in performance is not much. In this
case since the data is extremely well represented by union of
subspaces, the results agree well with the observation that SSC
is a special case of SSmC in this case when the data is very
close to union of subspaces there is perhaps no gain in using
the SSmC approach.
B. Weizmann Face database
We next perform simulations on the Weizmann
face database – http://www.wisdom.weizmann.ac.il/ vi-
sion/FaceBase/. Figure 3 shows examples of images of
subjects taken under different lighting and pose conditions.
For each image X reduce the original size of the images
by first downsampling by factor of 4, followed by cropping
keeping the indices [x, y] ∈ [1 : 120, 1 : 80]. In Table II we
show the performance of SSmC Vs SSC in clustering for
several cases. Note that due to variations in pose, the data
is well modeled using the submodules with the group of
cyclic shifts along the horizontal direction and we see that
SSmC performs much better compared to SSC in clustering
performance.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The approach presented in this paper is quite general and
can be extended to rotation invariant clustering, by first taking
the Radon transform and then using the shift-invariant ap-
proach described above in the Radon domain. This is because
rotations corresponds to shifts along the angle axis in the
Fig. 2. Examples of faces from 3 subjects from the Cropped YaleB data set taken under different lighting conditions. Note that centering and alignment is
done on the images to focus mainly on the face and there is no pose variation.
SSC 20 images per sub. 25 images per sub. 30 images per sub.
SSmC 18.60 % 18.56 % 14.93 %
SSC 17.40 % 18.40 % 14.53 %
TABLE I
ERROR IN CLUSTERING FOR THE SSC AND SSMC METHODS FOR THE YALEBCROP DATA [6]. THE NUMBER OF SUBJECTS IS 5. THE ERRORS ARE
AVERAGED OVER 5 INSTANCES OF RANDOMLY SELECTING THE INDICATED NUMBER OF IMAGES PER SUBJECT.
Fig. 3. Examples of faces from 3 subjects from the Weizmann data set taken under different lighting and pose conditions. In this database, the minor
variations in the pose can be approximately captured by shifts along the horizontal direction.
SSC 20 images per sub. 25 images per sub. 35 images per sub.
SSmC 27.50 % 11 % 13.29 %
SSC 46.75 % 45.60% 49.57%
TABLE II
ERROR IN CLUSTERING FOR THE SSC AND SSMC METHODS FOR THE WEIZMANN DATA. THE NUMBER OF SUBJECTS IS 4. THE ERRORS ARE AVERAGED
OVER 5 INSTANCES OF RANDOMLY SELECTING (WITHOUT REPLACEMENT) THE INDICATED NUMBER OF IMAGES PER SUBJECT.
Radon transform [4]. Finally one can also combine the two
methods by considering direct product of the two or more
groups. However, note that the computational complexity of
the algorithm also increases with the group size and the size
of the data. An important aspect of the future work will
be to look at computationally efficient approaches similar to
thresholded subspace clustering [16] using the re-definition of
angle between subspace elements to angle between submodule
elements.
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